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Let X be distributed independent of a nonnegative definite symmetric random 
matrix r, where X= [xi ,..., x.1: pxn and x ,,..., x, is a sample from an isotropic 
population and the second moments of the norm ]xil (i= 1,2,..., n) exist. In this 
paper, the authors prove that the limit of the spectral distribution of ST/n exists 
where S = Xr. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The distributions of functions of the eigenvalues of the product of ran- 
dom matrices are useful in many problems in multivariate statistical 
analysis. For example, it is of interest to consider the eigenvalues of the 
multivariate F matrix in multivariate analysis of variance, discriminant 
analysis and tests for the equality of two covariance matrices when the 
underlying distribution is multivariate normal. Here, we note that 
F= nS, S,‘/m is known to be the central multivariate F matrix when S, 
and S2 are distributed independent of each other as central Wishart 
matrices with m and n degrees of freedom, respectively, and E(S,/m) = 
E(S-&r). Considerable work was done in the past on the asymptotic dis- 
tributions of certain functions of the eigenvalues of the multivariate F 
matrix when the sample size tends to infinity and the number of variables is 
fixed. However, not much work was done on the asymptotic distributions 
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of test statistics based upon the eigenvalues of random matrices when the 
number of variables also tends to infinity. Yin and Krishnaiah [7] showed 
that the limiting spectral distribution of ST/n exists when S= Xx’ is dis- 
tributed independent of a nonnegative definite symmetric random matrix 
T, X=[x ,,..., x,] and xi ,..., x, is a sample from a multivariate normal 
population. Yin and Krishnaiah [S] extended the above result when 
xi ,..., x, is a sample from an isotropic population and the moments of any 
order of lxil exist for i= 1, 2,..., n. Wachter [S] obtained an expression for 
the limiting spectral distribution of the multivariate F matrix. Silverstein 
[3] obtained an equivalent expression independently by starting from a 
result of Yin and Krishnaiah [7]. Recently, Bai, Yin and Krishnaiah [l] 
obtained the above result by using a method different from the methods 
used by Silverstein [3] and Wachter [S]; they have also proved that the 
limiting spectral distribution of the F matrix remains the same, under cer- 
tain conditions, for some nonnormal situations. For some other aspects of 
the limiting spectral distribution of the multivariate F matrix, the reader is 
referred to Yin, Bai and Krishnaiah [6] and Silverstein [2]. 
In this paper, we prove that the limit of the spectral distribution of ST/n 
exists when xi ,..., x, is a sample from an isotropic population and the 
second moments of lxil (i= 1, 2,..., n) exist. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
A random vector x’ = (xi ,..., xP) is said to have the isotropic distribution 
if the distribution of x is the same as that of Px, where P: p x p is an 
orthogonal matrix. Now let X, = [x, ,..., x,], where xi ,..., x, is a random 
sample from an isotropic distribution G,(x). Also, let LP( * ) be the dis- 
tribution function of 1x,1. We assume that n = n(p) and p/n(p) + ye (0, co) 
asp-co. 
For each p > 1, let T, be a symmetric nonnegative definite random 
matrix independent of X,, and for any integer k > 1 
1 tr TE + H, as 
P 
p -+ cc in L,(sZ, 9, P) (2.1) 
(2.2) 
Also, let A, = (l/n) X,X; T, and let FAp(x) denote the spectral distribution 
of A,, i.e., 
f”+(x)=; #{i: &<x}, 
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where # {i: li < x} denotes the number of the eigenvalues of A,, which are 
less than or equal to x. 
Yin and Krishnaiah [7] proved the existence of the limit of Pp(x) when 
G, is the multivariate normal with mean vector 0 and covariance matrix I,. 
When G, is an isotropic distribution, Yin and Krishnaiah [S] showed the 
existence of the limit of F”p(x) under the assumption that all moments of 
(xi1 exist, and 
dL,(r)/pk + Ck d Ckk (2.3) 
as p + co, for k = 1, 2 ,.... 
In this paper, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose f? r2 dL,(r) < 00 for all p, and there exists a 
function R(.) such that 
s 
m r2 dL,(r) = o(p), as p-00 (2.4) 
R(P) 
rZk dL,(r) = ck exists for k = 1, 2,... (2.5) 
kz, (CwcHx-1’2k = a. (2.6) 
Then there exists a nonrandom distribution function F(x) such that 
ED*( FAp, F) + 0 as p+c0 
where D(FAp, F) is a metric (see Wachter [4]) between the distributions. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose (2.5) and (2.6) hold and 
s 
O” dL,(r)=O for p = 1, 2,.... 
R(P) 
Then there exists a nonrandom distribution F(x) such that 
ED2(FAp, F) + 0 as p+co. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Theorem 2.2 - Theorem 2.1. 
(2.7) 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let L,(r) be such that 1; r* dL,(r) < cc for all 
683/19/l-13 
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p and (2.4) is satisfied. Also let the distribution of the random vector x be 




if /xl <R(p), 
0 if 1x1 > R(p). 
Then, P is still isotropic, and if &, is the d.f. of 1 $1, (2.7) is satisfied: 
dip(r) = 0, p = 1, 2,.... 
Let tP = [i(r ,..., a,], where S, ,..., 9, are iid, with the same distribution as 
9.LetA,=(l/n)~PJ?~7’p.ThenifT~/2= [r,], by the inequality in Wachter 
[4, p. lo], we have 
where fi = (a,, f, ,..., ipi)‘, xi = (xv, x2j ,..., xpj)‘. SO 
ED2(FAp, FAp) dj c c E (C ti,(a, - A$)‘. 
I I I 
But if Z#I’, 
E[t,(iu-~o) tir(irj-Xlj)] 
= E(z,,zil.) E[ (i, - xu)(irj - xr,)] = 0, 
A since x-x = -x I,,,, , oCPj, is still isotropic, where 1, is the indicator 
function of S. Thus, 
But by (2.1) and (2.4), 
; 7: = tr(til)2 = tr T, = O(p), 




s P R(P) 
r2 d,(r) = o(p). 
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Here uI is the Ith component of the unit vector uniformly distributed on the 
unit sphere. Since C uf = 1, Eu~ = l/p. So 
ED2(F”p, FAp) <; O(p). o(p) = o( 1). 
But by Theorem 2.2 F”p converges. So FAp converges to the same limit. 
By the above proposition, we need only to prove Theorem 2.2. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
We need the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X= [x, ,..., x,] be a p x n random matrix, the columns 
are iid with a common isotropic distribution p, Let Q be a p x p orthogonal 
random matrix, Q = Q(T) a function of another random matrix T, Suppose T 
and X are independent. Then for any bounded Bore1 function f: Rip” + R, 
E(f (QN I T) = ES VI (3.1) 
with probability 1. 
ProoJ It is sufficient to show that for any bounded Bore1 measurable 
function g( f ). 
E(g(T)f(Qx,,=Eg(T)Ef(X). 
But by Fubini’s theorem, if v is the distribution of T, 
E(g(T)f(QX))=~f~~=~n$ g(t) f (Q(t) xl NYdx) x v(dt) 
Here, p”(dx) = p(dx,) x . * * x p(dx,). 
But for any fixed t, by the definition of isotropic distribution, it is easy to 
see that 
Therefore, 
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Let A, = (l/n) X,X; Tp and FAp( .) be the spectral distribution of the ran- 
dom matrix A,. For k = 1, 2,..., let M, be the kth moment of FAp: 
xk dFAp(x) =i tr (A;). 
We prove Mk -+ Ek as p -+ co in L*(P) for some constants Ek by proving 
EM, + Ek as p + co, and 1 E2’lZk = 00, (3.2) 
VarM,+O as p-+03. 
At first we prove (3.2). We have 
(3.3) 
Since T = Tp is positive definite and symmetric, there exists an 
orthogonal matrix Q(T,) such that 
Q( T,) T,Q( T,)’ = /1, = diag(A, ,..., 1,). 
Q( T,) can be chosen to be a Bore1 function of Tp. Let Y,, = Q( T,) X,. Then 
~~~E(gil;2yi~i*yi~i~yhj~.‘.yi*,,i,y,,,di,li~...~i~-,). 
Here ir, i, ,..., izk-, run over the set { 1, 2 ,..., p> and i2, i, ,..., i2k run over the 
set { 1, 2,..., n}. By Lemma 3.1, we have 
Here il, i, i,,- ,..., 1 run over { 1, 2 p}, i2, i, i2k run over the ,..., ,..., set 
{ 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
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Let A = {AI,..., A,} be a partition of the set { 1, 3,..., 2k - 1 > and B = 
P 1 ,..., B,} be a partition of the set { 2, 4 ,..., 2k). Then 
E”k=j$xx 1 c 
A B I ,,..., r.Sp s ,,..., s,dn 
distinct distinct 
Here v,b= I{(j,h): hEBb; jj-hl = 1 andjEA,}I. 
Since for different s, x, are i.i.d. and isotropic, if (x1,..., x,)’ has the same 
distribution as x,, 
E”k=$xc 1 c 
A B r I,..., r.<ps ,,..., s,Sn b=l 
distinct distinct 
where the order o(l) of the second term follows from the 
u+u<k+l. But 
Eii XI& = p2lBbl 
r($)r(q)...r(y) 
a=1 @2r(lBbi + d2) 
where 
xl+(-l)“b... 1 + ( - l)‘u* 
2 2 
(see Yin and Krishnaiah [8]). So we may consider only those 
which 
(1) v,b = 0 or 2 for all a, 6; 
(2) k+ 1 =u+u. 
Thus 
EM,= 1’ y”-’ fi EXT.-x;,,, HIA,,...HIAu, +o(l) 
A.B b=l 
fact that 
(A, B) for 
+ ,cd Y”- I bo, ‘,Bb, HlA,l *” HI,“1 = Ek as p+co, 
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by (2.5). Here C’A,B is the summation over all pairs of partitions (A, B) 
such that (1 ), (2) hold. 
By similar argument as in Yin and Krishnaiah [7], we can show that 
{ Ek} satisfies the Carleman’s condition. 
Now, we will prove that for any positive integer k, the variance Var(M,) 
tends to zero. We have 
D’ = { (L2), (3,2), (3,4), (5,4),..., W - 1, 2kh (1, =I), 
D” = ((2k + 1,2k + 2), (2k + 3,2k + 2), (2k + 3,2k + 4) ,..., 
(4k - 1,4k), (2k + 1,4k)}, 
D=D’vD”. 
Let B= {B1,..., B,) be any partition of the set {2,4,..., 4k), and A = 
{A , ,..., A,} be any partition of the set ( 1, 3 ,..., 4k - 1 }, We have 
Var(M,) = 
B r I,,.., r.<ps I,..., s,<n 
distinct distinct 
x E(nyi’ . . . J!;4”‘) E($:‘i’ . . . ;1!:‘“’ )I . 
Here Ah = A, n { 1, 3,..., 2k-l}, A;=Aan{2k+1,2k+3 ,..., 4k-l),a= 




Two partitions A= (A, ,..., A,} and B= {B, ,..., B,} of (1, 3 ,..., 4k- l} and 
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{2,4,..., 4k}, respectively, are called separable if each A, is either a subset 
of { 1, 3 ,..., 2k - 1 } or a subset of (2k + 1, 2k + 3 ,..., 4k - 11, and each B is 
either a subset of {2,4,..., 2k) or a subset of { 2k + 2, 2k + 4 ,..., 4k). 
We have 
Var(M,) = $z(z+ z). 
Here C’A,B means summation over separable pairs (A, B) of partitions, C” 
the summation over all other pairs (A, B) of partitions. 
At first we consider the first sum. We have 
b=l a=1 A, c (1,3,....2k - 1 } 
tr TiAab) 
xE r-l tr TIAoI +0(l) 
A. c { 2k + 1,2k + 3,...,4k - 1) )I 
since for each separable pair (A, B), each Vhb = v,b or 0, and each $b = v,b 
orO,andAb=A,or@,A,“=A,or@. 
So, it is easy to see that 
as p-co. 
Now consider (l/~~n~~) CnA,B. This sum is the sum of 
A,B r ,...., r.dps ,,..., s.Gn b=l a=1 
distinct distinct 
and 
s2= - j&z C” c c 
A,B II,..., r.Cp .q ,..., s,Qn 
distinct distinct 
x fi E fi X2:“bE fi x$ E fi $%‘E fi A;:‘. 
b=l 0=1 Cl=1 > a=1 Cl=1 
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We first consider S1. It is obvious that 
Here v,~ must be even. So, by a simple graph theoretical interpretation and 
the fact that the number of vertices <number of edges + 1 we get u + v < 
2k+l. Thus, S1-tO, asp-+co. 
As to &, we can write 
-sz= 1 c” n” 
p n A,B 
f 
r,,...,ru = I 
( fi E fi x2) E fi ,I!:;1 
h=l Cl=1 a=1 
Let 
x ( fi E fi xJ$) E fi 1&;;6” + o( 1). 
h=l Cl=1 u=l 
v’= #(B,: B,n (2, 4 ,..., 2k) #a}, 
v” = # {B,: B, n (2k + 2, 2k + 4 ,..., 4k) # a}, 
u’= #{&A:#@}, 
d’= #{A,“:A:‘#@]. 
For inseparable pair (A, B), either v’ + v” > v or U’ + U” > U. 
From the discussion in this section, we know that 
has a limit as p + co. Here a; ,..., a:, are those a in (1,2 ,..., U} for which 
AL # 0. The same is true for 
Here a; ,...,..., &, are those a for which Ai # 0. Let 
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If o<v’+u”, G= O((l/n) S’s”) -0. If t)=u’+u”, then u<u’+ u”. So, 
there exists an integer CL such that AL # (25 and A, # 0. Without loss of 
generality, we may suppose A’, #@, A;‘#@ ,..., A:#@, AI # 0, 
butlA:+,l IAI+,I =O,..., IA:! IA,“! =O. Then, for suitable R’ and R”, 
= O(P 
u’ + urn - c 
1. 
so, 
Thus S2 + 0, and so Theorem 2.2 is proved. 
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